
The Parisian chic case for your mobile: a mixture of elegance, chic
and relaxation. In this district where the bourgeois are bohemian,
evening dresses are worn with disheveled hair, suits in sneakers; all
mixtures are good, as long as the materials are noble.

Full grain leather case with magnetic function: elegant patterns embossed on the case.
The case incorporates a loop to fix the chain strap included in the box.
A protection with finesse, handcrafted and designed in Paris.

Compatible:
Magnetic car holder
Induction charge
Magnetic card holder
Chain wrist strap
Wrist strap

Nobility of materials
Our accessories are made from high-end materials, made to last, to have a patina, and
to accompany us in all circumstances while of course protecting this object that has
become so important in our lives: our smartphone.

Customization
We have created our protections for smartphones with every moment in mind in mind:
Artefakt accessories adapt to different needs thanks to the innovative concept of
"Companions", to be attached or magnetic. In turn, the "Companions" enhance your
smartphone or enrich it with new features.

Parisian style
Our design studio is based in Paris, it is in this city that all our collections are designed
and designed. Our inspirations come naturally from the Parisian heritage, from the
architectural elements and style of the different districts of the capital, this very
particular style, a mixture of elegance, chic and relaxation.

Careful manufacturing
We select our manufacturing workshops with the greatest care, for their know-how,
their excellence in the realization of our accessories. We have made sure that creativity
meets craftsmanship in all of our products.

Color : Bordeaux

Material : Leather

Ref : AFSGCOGCHBIP11R

EAN : 3571211426936

Pack contents : 1 StGermain
Leather Case + Shoulder strap

Box iPhone 11 Leather Case StGermain with Shoulder strap
Bordeaux Artefakt

Descriptif produit
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